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The Literary & Illuminated Depictions of "La Vieille” in Le Roman de la 

Rose, A Disabled Old Women as a “narrative prosthesis” 
 

The Roman of the Rose has already been studied in hundreds of publications to this 

day, as it was one of the most popular medieval French poetries, a type of courtly 

literature called “mirror of love”, presented as an allegorical dream vision. It is also one 

of the most frequently and magnificently decorated texts of the Middle Ages1. I will 

discuss today one of the Roman’s characters, La vieillesse (the Old Age) and/or La Vieille 

(the Old Woman), in an intersectional manner, by taking into account gender, age and 

ability and in an interdisciplinary way, by using history, art history and literature. I will 

try to show how the creation of a character who is supposed to be authoritative (or not!) 

could have use these characteristics to strengthen the narrative. 

The Roman of the Rose  

[PPT 2] For those who are not familiar with the Roman of the Rose, the Roman is in 

fact composed of two texts, both written in Middle French, in octosyllabic rhyming 

couplets, both depicting Vieillesse and La Vieille in similar and different manners. 

Guillaume de Lorris wrote the first four thousand lines around 1230, and Jean de Meun, 

added eighteen thousand lines fourty years or so later2.  

In the first part by Lloris, the narrator recounts a dream he had when he was 20 years 

old, in which he falls in love with a rosebud called Fair Welcoming who is held by 

Jealousy (supposed to be the husband) in an enclosed garden whose walls are painted 

with portraits of 10 women Hate, Felony, Villainy, Covetousness, Avarice, Envy, Sorrow, 

Old Age (vieillesce), Pope-Holiness, & Poverty who are supposed to guard the castle. The 

last verses present an old woman who shares the life of Fair Welcoming in his tower, she 

is then the last rampart presented as impassable.  

In the second part by de Meun, the Lover assault the Castle of Jealousy with several 

adjuvants (False Seeming, Constrained Abstinence, Courtesy & Generosity). They kill the 

first guardians, Foul Mouth and the Norman soldiers, and are then confronted with the 

character of the Old Woman. The latter becomes frightened and collaborates with them, 

allowing the Lover to temporarily enter the castle to meet his beloved Fair Welcome. 

 
1 Jonathan Morton, « Le Roman de la rose », French Studies, 69-1 (2015), pp. 79–86. 
2 Charles Dahlberg (tr.), The Romance of the Rose by Guillaume de Lorris and Jean de Meun, Princeton 
University Press, 1971. 
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So, we have a character who is supposed to be a rampart between the lover and the 

married woman, some kind of authority figure, as presented in Lloris. On the other hand, 

in order to work with the story that De Meun want to tell (i.e., an obligatory crossing of 

these ramparts), the guardian of the border must not fold up his duties. Both used the 

character of the old woman as a "narrative prosthesis", an elderly, female, and, what is 

more, disabled character. 

“Feared the old woman” – A classic misogynous allegory? 

[PPT 3] The first time we meet the character of the old woman, it is in fact the 

"Vieillesse", a French feminine noun that means "Old Age”, painted on the walls of the 

garden in the very first pages written by Guillaume de Lloris. This personification 

allegory is represented almost every time when the manuscript is illuminated: on the 

one hundred and seventy-two manuscripts from the Johns Hopkins Roman de la Rose 

Digital Library and the Bibliothèque Nationale de France Gallica that I work with, around 

50% have a decorum3. On these eighty-one manuscripts, seventy-five have the 

representation of the 10 characters (that is 92%). Because this passage is part of the 

first 4 folii, and, since the Old Age, as the others, has its portrait painted on the wall, we 

can think that this justifies that it is always represented.  

Thus, while the character of the Old Woman is clearly feminine in the rest of the 

Roman, she is initially presented as “Old Age” in the Lloris text, in a way that may seem 

rather neutral, even though afterwards we clearly speak of "Old Age" with the feminine 

personal pronoun "she" as a female character. On those seventy-eight miniatures 

accompanying the text, “Old Age” is mostly represented with the features of a female 

figure. Indeed, 55 (72%) are represented as female, and 20 (28%) as male character. It is 

interesting to note that we can found men only in the 14th manuscripts… It might tell 

something, but what? 

[PPT 4] Anyway, men and women share the same visible characteristics, which are 

widely detailed in the text: ugly, skinny, wrinkled, toothless, grey-haired, and warmly 

dressed and are similarly represented in the manuscripts, as we can see in these 

examples.  

 
3 https://dlmm.library.jhu.edu/en/romandelarose/ ; https://dlmm.library.jhu.edu/viewer/#rose  

https://dlmm.library.jhu.edu/en/romandelarose/
https://dlmm.library.jhu.edu/viewer/#rose
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We can think that although written in the feminine, this portrait of "Old Age" is 

supposed to represent symbolically the paragon of old age4, which is why it is possible 

to represent it as a man… But can we think that it is more often represented as a woman 

because of the “she” and the rest of the novel or because the old woman better 

personifies "Old Age"? I still have to investigate to see if this is related to a manuscript 

copy or a particular workshop or artist, but it may also incorporate the misogyny of the 

manuscript illuminators and/or holders. 

[PPT 5] In both texts, the Old Woman occupies one of the few conventional roles 

allotted to old women in medieval literature, the vetula of Ovidian and pseudo-Ovidian 

traditions5. She is that of guardian of a young woman, in order to prevent the amorous 

advances of male suitors6. The role of chaperone, paid by the master (Jealousy) to guard 

Fair Welcome night and day, must be a woman with experience. She has to have some 

authority, and to be feared by Fair Welcome: 

We then can read in Lloris that: 

(3 919) Avoit o li por li guetier, 

Qui ne fesoit autre mestier, 

Fors espier tant solement 

Qu'il ne se maine folement. 

Nus ne la péust engignier 

Ne de signier, ne de guignier, 

Qu'il n'est barat qu'el ne congnoisse 

[…] 

(3 923) Bel-Acueil se taist et escoute 

Por la vielle que il redoute, 

Et n'est si hardis qu'il se moeve, 

Que la vielle en li n'aperçoeve 

Aucune foie contenance, 

Qu'el scet toute la vielle dance. 

She had no other occupation except solely 

to spy and see that he did not conduct 

himself outrageously. No one could have 

tricked her, by sign or appearance, for 

there was no fraud that she did not 

know. 

[…] 

Fair Welcoming kept quiet and listened, 

for he feared the old woman and was 

not so bold as to make a move, so that she 

might not perceive any foolish look on his 

face; she knew the whole of the old dance. 

 

 
4 Jonathan Hsy, “The Monk’s Tale: Disability/ Ability,” The Open Access Companion to the Canterbury Tales, 
2017.  
5 De vetula- the Figure of the Old Woman in Medieval French Literature 
6 Heywood, Melinda Marsh, "Lady Philosophy and La Vieille: Old women, aging bodies, and female authority in 
late medieval French literature" (1997). Dissertations available from ProQuest. AAI9800870. 
https://repository.upenn.edu/dissertations/AAI9800870 
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[PPT 6] It is this authority based on experience and fear that is supposed to allow the 

old woman to keep Fair Welcome locked up, as we also read in De Meun: 

(12 563) De riens en li ne se fioit, 

Néis ses cuers la deffioit, 

Qu'il ot paoreux et tremblant, 

Mès n'en osoit monstrer semblant, 

Tant l'avoit tous jors redotée, 

La pute vielle radotée. 

He confided nothing to her; even his 

trembling and fearful heart mistrusted 

her, but he dared show no sign of his 

mistrust, so great had his fear always 

been of the senile old whore. 

 

It is also the fear of old age altogether that this character allows us to see: of the 

bodily changes, of its inconsistency, of its ugliness, its dependance and of the proximity 

of death that is of great fear for the young Lovers. 

However, as this last line begins to imply, the authority and fear of the character is 

rapidly eroding to become almost comical. Indeed, as the Roman of the Rose part two 

details, the Old Woman often fails and finds herself arranging love meetings between the 

lover and his beloved! Her authority is then undermined, because this figure might have 

been perceived as disgusting or threatening in male-authored late medieval works7. 

In this literary trope, those old women were always ready to serve whoever paid the 

most, often playing the role of matchmaker. The Old Woman is indeed represented in 

the text and the images as a woman of a middling social status, as her clothing suggests 

(simple dress covered by an apron). She appears then as particularly buyable and 

reflects the fact that the old people were more likely to be poor since they could no 

longer work. 

The Roman’s Old Woman even goes so far as to launch into a great monologue, 

testifying that she is both an agent and a paradigm of resolution8. This speech contains 

numerous recommendations, sometimes very concrete, on how to dress and behave in 

society in order to extort as many material advantages as possible from the successive 

lovers, as she did when she was young and beautiful. This clearly breaks with the ideal of 

courtly love and respect for women that had prevailed in the lordly courts to a kind of 

misogynistic literature which highlights the lack of sexual potency in old age9. Moreover, 

 
7 (Lady_Philosophy_and_La_Vieille) 
8 For the Wyves Love of Bathe’ Feminine Rhetoric and 
9 Writing old age p. 128-129  
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her claim of the "free" sex without marriage, made flow much ink, of which that of 

Christine of Pizan10, until the questioning feminist of today11.  

Then, this particular Old Woman is venal (“whore”), that is quite common in medieval 

literature, but she is also a doddering old person (“senile”), which facilitates the task of 

the assailants.  

“A senile old whore” – A less classic ableist stereotype 

[PPT 7] Indeed, both texts set up an ableist stereotype of old age, using both mental 

and physical disabilities. As there is a, ambiguous positive and a negative attitude 

toward old people, there is no positive valuation of the old body12.  

Mental disabilities allow the author to explain that the old woman, in addition to 

being a matchmaker, no longer seeks to protect Fair Welcome because of the decay of 

her mind. We can read in Lloris that: 

(342) A paine se pooit-el pestre, 

Tant estoit vielle et radotée. 

[…] 

(400) El ne se pooit mès aidier,  

Ains retornoit jà en enfance,  

Car certes el n'avoit poissance,  

Ce cuit-je, ne force, ne sens  

Ne plus c'un enfès de deus ans. 

[…] 

(408) Mais ge cuit qu'el n'iere mès sage,  

Ains iert trestote rassotée.  

She was so old, so far fallen into her 

second childhood, that she could hardly 

feed herself. 

[…] 

She could not help herself but was 

returning to her infancy. Certainly, I 

think she had no more power, force, or 

intelligence than an infant of one year.  

[…] 

I think, she was no longer wise, but had 

lost all reason.  
 

The meaning of the words is indeed important: “Radotée”: (ca. 1180) rambled, "mad, 

fallen into childhood"; (1185) "to speak senile, rambling and foolish words". “Rassotée”: 

(end of 12th c.) Who has become a fool 

The association between mental disabilities and childhood is quite common in 

medieval theological, medical, and literary writings13. The child is then compared to the 

 
10 citer 
11 feminist reading of la vieille 
12 Shahar, the old body in medieval culture, p. 160. 
13M. Ternon, Juger les fous au Moyen Âge, op. cit., p. 104. 
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mentally ill and/or old people, because both suffer from a state of dependence14. 

According to Isidore of Seville, for example, the word infans is a derivative of the 

expression non fari, meaning that the child is not able to form words clearly. Similarly, a 

'fool' (fatuus) is someone who does not understand his own words or those of others15. 

It is therefore thought that a child has no speech or ability to reason until the age of 

seven16, and that he is too ignorant to fully comprehend his actions17. The expression 

aetas infirma, referring to the first age of life, indicates the weakness of reason and 

speech from which the child suffers and from which the mentally disabled might never 

emerges or might fall into18. For these reasons, mentally disabled people were often 

considered criminally irresponsible. They were thus treated as eternal minors in the law 

since Antiquity. This image could have induced a lack of respect for the elderly. 

[PPT 8] In De Meun, except for the time when the old woman is called a "senile old 

whore", the text does not go back to these mental abilities, but rather emphasizes the 

lack of the Old Woman's physical abilities and reinforced her austerity. The crutches, in 

the text as in the miniatures, are a distinctive feature that sets the character apart from 

the rest of the painted figures and marginalised from the social life19.  

We read in Lloris that: 

(358) Tant par estoit de grant viellune, 

Qu'el n'alast mie la montance 

De quatre toises sans potance. 

Her age was so great that, without a 

crutch, she would not have gone as far as 

four fathoms. 

 

We can read in De Meun that: 

(12 547) Les degrés monte liement, 

Au plus qu'el pot hativement, 

Si li trembloient tuit li membre: 

[…] 

(12 744) Poi me porrai mès soustenir 

Fors à baston ou à potence; 

[…] 

Blithely she mounted the steps as fast 

as she could with her trembling limbs 

[…] 

“I shall hardly be able to hold myself up 

except with a stick or crutch”  

[…] 

[She] came to me tired and panting to tell 

 
14D. LETT, « L’enfance », art. cit., p. 85. 
15I. METZLER, Fools and idiots ?, op. cit., p. 38. 
16M. GOODICH, From Birth to Old Age, op. cit. 
17E. BUHRER, « But What is to Be Said of a Fool », art. cit., p. 314. 
18 D. LETT, aetas infirmas ? 
19 Hsy, introduction cultural 2020 
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(14 710) Por moi la besoingne noter; 

Vint-s'en à moi lasse et tagans. 

me about the affair 

While baston is clearly a piece of wood on which you can rely to walk, Potence is less 

clear at first: (ca. 1150) “power”, with a shift in meaning from "supporting force, 

support" to the concrete meaning of "crutch". 

[PPT 9] The lack of physical abilities is clearly linked to the old age. Indeed, four of 

seventy-five representations of Old Age portrays this character without crutches (that is 

5%, here on the right top). However, all are seated in front of a fire, as twelve other 

visible disabled representations. 

Indeed, as Lloris recalled it: 

(415) Les vielles gens ont tost froidure;  

Bien savés que c'est lor nature. 

These old people, you understand, are 

very cold by nature. 
 

According to Hippocratic-Galenic medicine, complexion changes several times 

throughout the human life cycle, "like the seasons''. It moves from a wet complexion in 

childhood, too fluid to function satisfactorily, to a hot and humid adolescence, then a hot 

and dry youth, a cold and wet old age to a cold and dry senility20. Like a candle that lost 

its flame, the body’s vital heat was slowly burned away21. Moisture reserves decreases 

and the body cools in the declining years. Digestion becomes insufficient, increasing cold 

and harmful moisture in a harmful cycle22. That also leads to other conditions typical of 

old age: curvature of the spine, baldness, wrinkles, grey hair, loss of teeth, but also 

decline of mental and physical capacities described by various medical texts23.  

[PPT 10] Then, seventy-one representations of Old Age (95%) depict this character 

moving around with a variety of walking-sticks, canes and crutches. To double crutches 

to single walking sticks of various form, these manuscript images depict a myriad of 

different devices that seem to be best suited to each personal mobility situation. 

Although there are hardly any examples of these objects left today, their sophistication 

from the early Middle Ages onwards proves their intensive use and their aesthetic 

personification. Indeed, the special rituals organized during burials, visible thanks to 

 
20 Nicoud 2007: 185 
21 Niebyl 1971 
22 Everest and Tavormina 2006: 135 
23 Demaitre 1990: 12 
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archaeology, sometimes have included compensatory objects in case of age-related 

conditions, such as osteoarthritis24.  

These various walking aid devices are used to put into images the text that mentions 

the existence of the old woman's mobility problems, but can they not also personify 

what is called a narrative prosthesis25? 

An intersectional reading of the “narrative prosthesis”? 

[PPT 11] As a sort of long conclusion, the character of the Old Woman allows me to 

propose an intersectional reading of a concept called the narrative prosthesis. This 

theory highlights the pervasive use of disability as a device of characterization in 

literature and film. As the theorists David Mitchell & Sharon Snyder claims: 

“Disability has been used throughout history as a crutch upon which literary narratives 

lean for their representational power, disruptive potentiality, and analytic insight.”26 

In those manuscripts (in the text as well as in the pictures) the Old Woman has to be a 

repulsor: what if age is not enough, so she has to be disabled in addition? For she must 

frighten the Lover and especially his beloved, and must therefore constitute an 

apparently impassable boundary for love, she is pictured as an ugly and disabled old 

woman. But, because she must finally bow to adversity, this is where age and disability 

really come into play. As wrote by Jay T. Dolmage: 

“Disability is often used rhetorically as a flexible form of stigma to be freely applied to 

any unknown, threatening, or devalued group.”27 

The Old Woman and her mental and physical weaknesses then serve the plot, as these 

two characteristics allow the narrator to make this frontier character a sieve character 

who fails in his mission. In this idea, old age is as much a part of the character as 

disability: neither of them is simply additive, but rather central to the production of 

meaning.  

As Will Rogers write in his book released last year: 

“Narrative is more than a tool: it becomes constitutive of the old man [...and] centres 

and emphasizes the existence of those impairments.”28 

 
24 Hähn 2018: 31 
25 Write old age p. 11 
26 David T. Mitchell & Sharon L. Snyder, Narrative Prosthesis, 2001, p. 8. 
27 Jay T. Dolmage, Disability Rhetoric, 2014, p. 4. 
28 Will Rogers, Writing Old Age and Impairments in Late Medieval England, 2021, p. 131. 
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[PPT 12] Indeed, the Old Woman in De Meun part of the text is mainly shown giving 

the flower crown offered by Lover to Fair Welcome or talking (since she has a very long 

tirade of over two thousand lines). She is very less likely to be represented with a 

walking aid (3 occurrences, that is 7% of her representation). The text makes it clear 

that she gets around without help most of the time, even though she is tired and her legs 

are shaky, but she is still shown several times in motion with walking sticks. The Old 

Woman is no longer the old age epitome, if I may say so, but she is a character used for 

her weak physical, but also mental, abilities. 

[PPT 13] Then, as a “real person”, she sometimes needs her walking stick to move 

around, sometimes not. Indeed, even if that kind of characters does not do justice to the 

real lived experiences of disabled people29, we cannot simply turn the Vieille into 

metaphor and erase altogether the real significance of old age and disability30. Indeed, as 

Stuart Murray claims: 

“The idea of narrative prosthesis, for all that it seems obvious and for all that it has been 

useful, is itself in danger of limiting the ways in which disability in literature is discussed”31 

So, we have to see old age and its disability as a moment in life feared by everyone, a 

decline in cognitive and physical functions and a loss of beauty and sexual potency that 

we might all encounter one day. It is therefore both a character to be feared and mocked, 

but also a character that shows what can happen to the human mind and body32. We can 

ask, as Julie Orlemanski: 

“How in the Middle Ages did narratives affect individuals’ lives? How did cultural 

representations of impairment affect medieval lives?”33. 

But we can also wonder: How the social and cultural experiences of the author and/or 

the artist himself of old age and disability might have influenced textual and pictural 

representation of a character such as La Vieille? 

[PPT 14] I hope to have shown that it is necessary to try to bring together history, art 

history and literature in order to carry out an intersectional study to shed more light on 

old age and disability in the medieval times. 

 
29 Bérubé, M. (2005). Disability and Narrative. PMLA/Publications of the Modern Language Association of 
America, 120(2), 568-576. doi:10.1632/S0030812900167914 (p. 570) 
30 Becoming One Flesh, Inhabiting Two Genders: Ugly Feelings and Blocked Emotion in the Wife of Bath’s 
Prologue and Tale Glenn D. Burger, 2019 
31 Murray, ‘From Virginia’s Sister to Friday’s Silence’, p. 249. 
32 Stiker p. 69 en anglais 1999. 
33 Julie Orlemanski (2016) Literary genre, medieval studies, and the prosthesis, p. 1262 


